In this work the high pressure region of the phase diagram of water has been studied by computer simulation by using the TIP4P/2005 model of water. Free energy calculations were performed for ices VII and VIII and for the fluid phase to determine the melting curve of these ices. In addition molecular dynamics simulations were performed at high temperatures (440K) observing the spontaneous freezing of the liquid into a solid phase at pressures of about 80000 bar. The analysis of the structure obtained lead to the conclusion that a plastic crystal phase was formed.
In the plastic crystal phase the oxygen atoms were arranged forming a body center cubic structure, as in ice VII, but the water molecules were able to rotate almost freely. Free energy calculations were performed for this new phase, and it was found that for TIP4P/2005 this plastic crystal phase is thermodynamically stable with respect to ices VII and VIII for temperatures higher than about 400K, although the precise value depends on the pressure. By using Gibbs Duhem simulations, all coexistence lines were determined, and the phase diagram of the TIP4P/2005 model was obtained, including ices VIII and VII and the new plastic crystal phase. The TIP4P/2005 model is able to describe qualitatively the phase diagram of water. It would be of interest to study if such a plastic crystal phase does indeed exist for real water. The nearly spherical shape of water makes possible the formation of a plastic crystal phase at high temperatures. The formation of a plastic crystal phase at high temperatures (with a bcc arrangements of oxygen atoms) is fast from a kinetic point of view occurring in about 2ns. This is in contrast to the nucleation of ice Ih which requires simulations of the order of hundreds of ns.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the phase diagram of water started its way with the pioneering work of The story has not ended yet since in the last decade new solid phases have been discovered, as it is the case of ice XII 6 , discovered in 1998 by Lobban, Finney and Kuhs and ices XIII and XIV discovered just two years ago by Salzmann et al. 7 . In addition to the existence of new phases, water presents a number of interesting questions, as the possibility of a liquid-liquid transition 8, 9 , the relation between the different amorphous phases 10 , the possibility of partial proton ordering 11 and the aspect of the phase diagram at high temperatures and pressures.
Water is an important molecule since its liquid phase constitutes the "matrix of life" 12, 13 .
Getting a molecular understanding of the behaviour of water 14 20, 21, 22, 23 . It was realized that TIP4P could be modified slightly to yield an overall better description of the water phase diagram. In this way we proposed two new models TIP4P/2005 24 and TIP4P/Ice 25 , the first describing correctly the maximum in density of water and the second reproducing the melting point temperature of ice Ih.
After analysing the behaviour of these two models for other properties (diffusion coefficients, surface tension, vapour-liquid equilibria) it has been concluded that TIP4P/2005 provides a quite reasonable description of the properties of water. In fact it reproduces reasonably well the densities and relative energies of the water polymorphs 26, 27, 28 , the vapour-liquid equilibria 29 , the diffusion coefficient 24 , the surface tension 30 and the structure of the liquid and solid phase (as given by the radial distribution functions). In the original paper where TIP4P/2005 was proposed it was shown that it provides a reasonable description of the phase diagram of water 24 at low and moderate pressures where the polymorphs Ih, II, III, V and VI are thermodynamically stable. However, the high pressure and high temperature region was not considered. One of the goals of this paper is to determine the high temperature and the high pressure part of the phase diagram including the high pressure polymorphs, namely ices VII and VIII.
Another issue which motivated this research was the possibility of obtaining by computer simulation the nucleation of ice from liquid water. In principle, by cooling water at room pressure in a computer simulation, there is the possibility of nucleating ice Ih (or Ic). 37 showed that the formation of ice VII, from water occurs in a few nanoseconds when the temperature was around 400K. In their work, Dolan et al. 37 suggested that such low nucleation time could be studied by computer simulation. We intend to address this issue in this paper.
In the present work we shall determine by using free energy calculations the high pressure region of the phase diagram of the TIP4P/2005 model. On the other hand we shall use this model to analyse if the nucleation of ice VII from the liquid does indeed occur in a few ns.
As it will be shown the answer is positive, and besides, as a surprise a new solid phase is found for water. This new solid phase is a plastic crystal phase. It will be shown that for was used to obtain such a proton disordered configuration. A second ice Ic lattice was obtained in the same way. After these two independent ice Ic configurations were obtained, we generated the initial configuration of ice VII but putting together the two ice Ic sublattices, so that they are interpenetrated but not interconnected. Thus, the density of ice VII is of about twice the density of ice Ic. 64 . In the case of ice VII, and due to the proton disorder, one must add at the end of the calculation the entropy contribution due to the degeneracy of the structure.
Thus was estimated by Pauling 53 to be of about S/(Nk B ) = ln(3/2). Further details about the free energy calculations, both for the liquid phase, and for the solid phases of water can be found in our recent review paper about free energy calculations 65 .
Once an initial coexistence point has been determined the rest of the coexistence curve can be obtained by using Gibbs Duhem simulations 66, 67 . Gibbs Duhem simulations, first Mesh Ewald (PME) method of Essmann et al. 73 The width of the mesh was 1Å and we used a fourth other polynomial. As it can be seen the conditions of the Molecular Dynamic simulations were quite similar to those used in the Monte Carlo simulations.
III. RESULTS
Let us start by presenting the results of Molecular Dynamics for the 440K isotherm.
This temperature is close to temperature where fast nucleation of ice was observed experimentally 37 . We used 432 molecules in these molecular dynamic simulations. The choice of this number of molecules was motivated by the fact that we were expecting the formation of ice VII at high pressures. This number of molecules (432) would correspond 6 to 216 unit cells (6x6x6) of ice VII. We started our simulations at low pressures (i.e about 10000 bar) where the system is in the liquid phase, and increased the pressure in consecutive runs. The final configuration of a run was used as the initial configuration of the next run.
When the pressure was of 80000 bar we observed the spontaneous formation of a solid phase within a few ns. We repeated the runs several times (using different initial configurations) and the formation of the solid phase in less than 5ns was observed in almost all the cases.
Thus the nucleation of a solid phase under these thermodynamic conditions can be reproduced easily. In Fig. 1 the evolution of the density with time at 440K and 80000 bar is plotted for several independent runs (we performed five independent runs). The nucleation of ice is a stochastic event so that each run freezes in a somewhat different time. However, it is clear that the formation of a solid phase occurs in about 1.5ns for the TIP4P/2005 model in this thermodynamic state (although for one of the five runs performed no freezing was observed after 5ns). Since the package Gromacs allows to visualise the trajectories, it was simple to identify the structure of the solid. The oxygen atoms of the water molecules formed a body centred cubic structure. The surprise was that the molecules of water were rotating rather wildly in the solid phase. Thus the system jumped from the liquid phase into a plastic crystal phase. Notice that ices VIII and VII are not plastic crystal phases, so that the phase obtained spontaneously is a new type of solid. For small system sizes (N=128 and N=432) and NpT simulations the crystal formed tends to be commensurate with the simulation box. However, for larger system sizes or NVT simulations we found more often that the crystal grows in some direction that was not compatible with the simulation box, so that complete crystallisation could not be achieved. In summary, we have observed that the TIP4P/2005 model freezes spontaneously in about 1.5ns (in average) into a plastic crystal phase at 440K. The formation of a plastic crystal, by heating ice VII at constant pressure has also been reported two months ago by Takii, Koga and Tanaka 38 for the TIP5P and TIP4P models. The plastic crystal phase obtained in this work from the liquid is identical to that described by Takii, Koga and Tanaka 38 . Sometimes when cooling/compressing liquids, the obtained solid phase is not the most stable from a thermodynamic point of view, but the more favourable from a kinetic point of view. Thus the thermodynamic stability of the plastic crystal phase with respect to ices VIII and VII should be determined.
After observing the formation of the plastic crystal phase we analysed in detail the mechanical stability of ices VII and VIII when heated along the 70000 bar isobar. Starting at low temperatures, the temperature was increased (in jumps of 10-20K). For each temperature the length of the run was of about 100000 cycles. The final configuration of each simulation was taken as the initial configuration of the next run. For ice VII we observed a jump in the internal energy and density starting at a temperature of about 380K and ending at a temperature of about 390K. Visualisation of several snapshots revealed that the phase obtained at 390K was a plastic crystal phase. The density, radial distribution functions and internal energy were identical to those of the plastic crystal phase obtained from the freezing of the liquid (when compared at the same thermodynamic conditions). This is illustrated for the radial distribution functions in Fig. 2 . After a long equilibration at 400K and 70000 bar of the plastic crystal phase obtained by heating ice VII, we proceed to cool the system along the isobar to see if the system was able to return to the original state. The plastic crystal phase was mechanically stable up to 360K, and at a temperature of about 350K, the density and internal energy undergo a jump. The result of this heating-cooling cycle is plotted in Fig. 3 . The presence of a hysteresis loop indicates clearly the existence of a first order phase transition between ice VII and the plastic crystal phase. In fact the phase obtained by cooling the plastic crystal phase is ice VII. In Therefore, the phase obtained by cooling the plastic crystal phase was indeed ice VII. We have repeated this heating-cooling cycle for the ice VII-plastic crystal transition at several pressures (70000 bar, 65000 bar and 60000 bar). In Table II the temperatures at which the ice VII to plastic crystal and plastic crystal to ice VII transitions occur are presented.
From the results of Table II it is obvious that the ice VII to plastic crystal thermodynamic phase transition (where the chemical potential of both phases become identical) must be between 350K and 390K when the pressure is of 70000 bar, between 340K and 380K when the pressure is 65000 bar and between 310K and 360K when the pressure is of 60000 bar.
Obviously only free energy calculations can determine the precise location of the coexistence point, which must be located between the two temperatures which bracket the hysteresis loop.
We also analysed the mechanical stability of ice VIII when heated along these three isobar. It was found that ice VIII was mechanically stable up to 390K for the p=70000bar isobar, up to 390K for the p=65000bar isobar and up to 380K for the p=60000bar isobar. At higher temperatures ice VIII also becomes a plastic crystal phase. Thus ice VIII becomes mechanically unstable (transforming into a plastic crystal phase) at temperatures similar to those found for ice VII. The mechanical stability limit of ice VIII (where it transforms into a plastic crystal phase) seems to be about 10K higher than that of ice VII. We did not observe any spontaneous transformation of ice VIII into ice VII when heated . This is not to say that this transition does not exist from a thermodynamic point of view (in fact it will be shown later that this transition indeed exists) but rather that the system is not able to overcome the free energy nucleation barrier separating ice VIII from ice VII within the length of our simulations. In any case for pressures below 70000 bar it is not possible to have neither ice VIII nor ice VII as mechanically stable phases for temperatures above 390K.
This provides further evidence that the plastic crystal phase obtained spontaneously from the liquid at 440K must indeed be thermodynamically stable at least at high temperatures.
In any case, the definite proof of that will be provided by the free energy calculations. In distribution function is quite useful to identify the existence of a plastic crystal phase.
We have also determined the probability distribution of the polar angles (θ and φ of the OH bonds). The x axis is located on the a vector of the unit cell, the y axis is located on the b vector of the unit cell, and the z axis is located along the c vector of the unit cell.
The distribution function f (θ) is defined as :
where N(θ) denotes the number of OH bonds with polar angle between θ and θ +∆θ and 2N
is the number of OH bonds (i.e twice the number of molecules N). The distribution function f (φ) is defined as :
In Let us now change to the determination of coexistence points. We have determined the free energy for ices VIII, VII and for the plastic crystal phase (Table III) . The free energy calculation was performed for ice VIII at 300K and for a density which corresponds to that of the system at 70000 bar. The free energy of ice VII was computed at 300K and for a density which corresponds to that of 70000bar. Finally the free energy of the plastic crystal phase was computed at 400K and for a density which corresponds to that of the system at 70000 bar. Details about the free energy calculations in water solid phases have been provided elsewhere 65 . Let just mention the procedure used to compute the free energy of the plastic crystal phase as it differs from that used for the rest of solid phases of water.
Firstly translational springs connecting the oxygen atoms to the lattice positions of the bcc structure were switched on (in the plastic crystal phase the oxygens form a bcc solid). After that, and while keeping the translational springs, the charges of the system were switched off ending with a system of LJ atoms connected by springs to a bcc solid structure. Free energies changes can be computed easily along this path in which the Hamiltonian of the system is changed. Notice that no phase transition occurs along the integration since the system is in a plastic crystal phase along the entire integration path. Finally the free energy difference between a LJ particle connected with translational springs to a bcc lattice, and an ideal Einstein crystal (with springs connecting to the bcc lattice but without intermolecular interactions) is computed by a perturbative approach. This integration path is inspired by a recent article by Lindberg and Wang in which the dielectric constant of ice Ih was computed by switching off the charges of the molecules while having translational springs 74 .
In Table III the free energies for the considered thermodynamic states are reported. Let us just mention, that the Pauling degeneracy entropy was added to the free energy of ice VII.
This contribution was not added neither to ice VIII nor to the plastic crystal phase.
As it can be seen the Gibbs free energy of ice VII is smaller than that of ice VIII. Both phases have similar densities and internal energies and the higher stability of ice VII is mainly due to the contribution of the Pauling entropy (which is not present in ice VIII). Therefore for T=300K and p=70000bar ice VII is more stable than ice VIII. By using thermodynamic integration the ice VII to ice VIII transition at 70000 bar has been located at T=69K. In the same way the VII to plastic crystal transition has been located to occur at 377K for a pressure of 70000 bar. This value is consistent with the hysteresis loop found at 70000bar between the temperatures 350 and 390. Finally by using thermodynamic integration the fluid-plastic crystal transition was found to occur at a pressure of p = 62000bar for the 400K isotherm. The fluid-plastic crystal transition was also determined by using direct coexistence simulations. An equilibrated configuration of the plastic crystal phase (432 molecules) was located on the left hand side of a simulation box, and put into contact with an equilibrated configuration of the fluid having 432 molecules. Molecules of the fluid phase overlapping with those of the solid phase at the fluid-solid interface were deleted. Thus the total number of molecules in the direct coexistence simulations was of 858. We then performed MD simulations using Gromacs, while keeping the temperature at 400K. Runs at different pressures were performed. At pressures below the melting point the solid phase will melt, whereas at pressures higher than the coexistence pressure the fluid phase will Fig. 7 , the evolution of the density with time is shown for several pressures. As it can be seen for the low pressures (55000 and 58000 bar) the density decreases quickly indicating the melting of the plastic crystal. For high pressures (i.e 65000, 70000 bar) the density of the system increases quickly indicating the freezing of the fluid into a plastic crystal phase. Thus the value of 62000 bar obtained from free energy calculations is consistent with the results obtained from direct coexistence simulations 84 . Notice that in the direct coexistence simulations the melting of the plastic crystal, or the freezing of the water occurs in about 0.2ns, which is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the time required to determine accurately the melting point of ice Ih at room pressure by direct coexistence simulations 84 . This is probably due to two different facts. First, the temperature is high (400K instead of the temperature of about 250K used in the ice Ih-water direct interface simulations). Secondly the growth of the crystal is a somewhat more complex process for ice Ih since each water molecule must be located in a certain position and with a certain orientation to allow the ice Ih to grow.
However, in the plastic crystal phase, the molecule must find the location, but the orientation is not so important since the molecules are rotating in the plastic crystal phase anyway.
Once an initial coexistence point has been found for the VIII-VII, VII-plastic and VII-fluid transitions, the rest of the coexistence lines will be obtained by Gibbs Duhem simulations. In Thus from our study we could not report the dielectric constant of ices VIII and VII. However we could compute the dielectric constant for the plastic crystal since the molecules are able to rotate rather quickly provoking important fluctuations of the total polarisation. We obtained a value of about 96(10) for the plastic crystal phase at 400K and 70000 bar. The dielectric constant of the plastic crystal phase (assuming it exists in real water) has not been reported. Assuming that similar behaviour could be found for liquid water and the plastic ice, the prediction of the model for the plastic crystal phase seems to be lower than the experimental value of ice VII. The absence of polarisability is likely to be responsible for this deviation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In Thus the formation of plastic crystal phases requires moderate anisotropy in the repulsive part of the potential (the importance of the attractive part decreases substantially at high temperatures). This seems to be the case of water, at least when described as a LJ center plus charges. Besides the experimental importance of finding a plastic crystal phase for water, its presence or absence should also have an impact on the community performing computer simulations of water. Its presence would indicate that current water models are able to predict qualitatively this new feature of the phase diagram of water. Its absence would also be significant since it would indicate that current water models are too spherical and they should be modified so as to predict the disappearance of the plastic crystal phase.
Since a picture is worth a thousand words let us finish by presenting an instantaneous snapshot of ices VII, VIII and of the plastic crystal. This is done in Fig. 10 . The orientational disorder of the plastic crystal phase is shown clearly in the figure. 
